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In the following RAIR Foundation USA exclusively-translated video, German virologist Doctor Sucharit
Bhakdi expresses deep suspicion of the vaccination development process in place for the Chinese
coronavirus, which violates well-established scientific norms. The Doctor makes several very powerful
points that should be considered by those touting a potential vaccine.
The former Emeritus Head of the Institute for Medical Microbiology and Hygiene at the JohannesGutenberg-Universität in Mainz, Germany explains that the scientific “standard” for vaccine creation is
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“four to five years.” The prominent physician dismisses the notion that a coronavirus vaccine so hasitily
developed could be safe.
Coronavirus Mortality Rate Obscured
One of the most obvious points is that the vaccine is for an illness that has an incredibly low case fatality
rate in Germany. “Among these 0 to 70 years, 0.7 percent died with and from COVID-19. 0.7 percent died,”
he explains. But the real scandal is that these numbers are obscured from the public, in an apparant
effort to make the disease appear more deadly than it actually is. Likewise, this author has looked for the
mortality rate of the coronavirus in America by age and it is very difficult to find. “You won’t be able to find
the answer, because you’ll only get an answer if you search the reports from the RKI [Robert Koch
Institute] and calculate the number yourself.”
The doctor explains that the coronavirus is “about as dangerous as an influenza virus. A seasonal,
moderate flu.” Doctor Bhakdi further explains that the vast majority of deaths are people who already
have compromised health. As an individual over 70, the doctor explains that he is still not concerned, as
he does not have co-morbidities. “I might be over 70, but I don’t have any pre-existing conditions, and if I
wanted to, I wouldn’t die unless I threw myself down the stairs, out of desperation,” he said wryly.
As noted previously at RAIR, Dr. Deborah Birx in America stated during a press conference in April that “…
if someone dies with COVID-19, we are counting that as a COVID-19 death.” With that in mind, it is certainly
not a stretch to be highly suspicious of the death toll of the virus. In addition, the CDC guidance for
reporting cause of death, “death certifiers” are advised on “proper cause-of-death certification for cases
where confirmed or suspected COVID–19 infection resulted in death.” (author emphasis) This guidance has
not been retracted.
A ‘completely new kind of vaccine’
Doctor Sucharit Bhakdi makes an incredibly powerful statement while explaining that the vaccine being
developed “isn’t a normal conventional vaccine, and it’s not like the flu vaccine.” He says that the vaccine is
“gene-based,” and the way it works is “still unknown scientifically and medically.” While many people have
fought against genetically modified food, the Virologist explains, “we’re [now] talking about a vaccination
that genetically manipulates the human body, and apparently these same people have no concerns about
it.”
The doctor explained very simply that all people have “lymphocytes,” the body’s natural defense against
viruses, including the Flu. It is a basic “principle of immunology,” he explains. “I believe it has always

worked and that’s the reason why we as adults are relatively well-protected,” Bhakdi said. “If you are under
70 and not seriously ill from anything else,” the lymphocytes will do their jobs.
However, if one uses the vaccine to “inject the gene of the virus,” the lymphocytes “won’t recognize that it
is only the gene that was injected and not the virus.” The result, he explains, will be that the lymphocytes
“will go there anyway and kill these cells.” Bhakdi continues: “That’s what we call an autoimmune reaction.”
As to the lastest leftist assertion that there are “increasing numbers of long-term consequences for
corona patients,” Doctor Sucharit Bhakdi said: “It isn’t possible to form an opinion, because there are no
data at all.”
Watch Dr. Bhakdi discuss the vaccine (transcript below):
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Many thanks to Miss Piggy for the Translation!

Although from a scientific standpoint, the development of a vaccine usually takes at least four to
five years. That’s the standard, scientifically. Now with Corona, suddenly it will be ready in few
months and it’s supposed to be a safe vaccine. The Austrian health minister says in all
seriousness we could have a safe inoculation as early as January. So far, the mainstream media
haven’t questioned that, and say, “Yes, yes, it will be relatively safe with relatively few side effects.”
Are politics and the media already completely corrupted by the pharmaceutical industry,
Professor?
I don’t know, but what I don’t understand is the statement that the vaccine is so urgently needed.
Now I will ask the audience a question in return: Do you know how many people under the age of
70 have died from COVID 19? As a percentage? That means, out of 1000 people under 70 who were
infected, how many died? You won’t be able to find the answer, because you’ll only get an answer
if you search the reports from the RKI [Robert Koch Institute] and calculate the number yourself.
These figures are not available. So then I will tell you that if you calculate how many COVID-19
deaths there have been among the total number of people under the age of 70, it was about
185,000 under the age of 70 who were infected. That means that most of them were young and
under 70, because the total number was 230,000. The rest were older than 70.
Among these 0 to 70 years, 0.7 percent died with and from COVID-19. 0.7 percent died. That
means 99.3 percent did NOT die. Most of them were not seriously ill at all.
In America, it is now known that about 6% of the people were COVID victims, they are real victims.
It was published by the CDC. The rest, the 94%, had serious pre-existing conditions. So, if you take
Germany, well, let’s say 10% were real, then we are at 0.07% of real victims. That’s 99.93. Okay?
So, I can tell you I will never get vaccinated.
I might be over 70, but I don’t have any pre-existing conditions, and if I wanted to, I wouldn’t die
unless I threw myself down the stairs, out of desperation.
I’m not saying that SARS-COV-2 is harmless. No. I never said that. It’s about as dangerous as an
influenza virus. A seasonal, moderate flu. What I am saying is that the most at risk are those over
70 with severe pre-existing conditions. So, if you say, we should protect them, I’m right there with
you and that’s good.
We have to do that. We should want to protect them. But how?

Then the question is: Should we vaccinate them? I would say yes, but these vaccines better be
tested damned well for safety, especially because this vaccine will be used primarily on older sick
people and not on young healthy people.
So, twelve months is not enough time for that. Not even five years. Certainly not. And that just
applies to conventional vaccines.
What we are dealing with in Europe, in Germany, Austria, is a completely new kind of vaccine. This
vaccine is gene-based. This isn’t a normal conventional vaccine, and it’s not like the flu vaccine.
The way this gene-based vaccine works is still unknown scientifically and medically.
The impact of which has a very high-risk potential. —This is also a very central point, of which I do
not think many people are aware. For many years, we have experienced this massive protest
movement against genetic manipulation in our food.
In particular, the Green Party has been fighting for years against genetically manipulated food
coming onto the market, especially in Europe. So now we’re talking about a vaccination that
genetically manipulates the human body, and apparently these same people have no concerns
about it.
I can’t understand that either. I can’t understand that. And I don’t want to understand it. I don’t
want to accept it. You can’t say, ‘Oh! This virus is so dangerous, that we now have to do away with
everything or else it will wipe us all out.’
You know this gene-based vaccine. I’m going to tell you a little bit about it, because as I
understand it, Mrs. Merkel has reserved 54 million doses of this gene-based vaccine from the
British company. In Austria as well. Six million doses were ordered for a total population of eight
million. —Yes.
How can they do that? How can they do that? And they even do it with our tax money to boot. And
it’s not just that, because they advertise for this vaccination almost daily. They call it harmless.
They call it safe.
Just this Tuesday, a few Austrian media outlets announced the latest gag: ‘The vaccination will be
free!’ The government will carry the costs. I read that in the newspaper today. I saw that in the
newspaper, yes. The government pays with our tax money, at least I think so; I don’t know if they
have secret accounts or something somewhere.
So now getting back to our topic: When a virus produces a protein in one of our cells, it produces
waste. It is like building a house, and there’s waste produced in the process. This waste is hung

outside the door as a sign or placed in front of the door as garbage. This waste is recognized by
lymphocytes, including killer lymphocytes, which we all have.
They recognize the waste of this coronavirus as coronavirus waste because these lymphocytes
have met other coronaviruses. Maybe last year or the year before last. These lymphocytes have a
long memory. I pointed out in the book that these killer lymphocytes are probably the reason why
[we remain healthy], probably.
If you or I have or get a SARS-COV-2 infection, and it really goes into my cells, it reproduces itself.
The waste produced by this process is put outside the door of my lung cell, and then this killer
lymphocyte cell from previous years recognizes the diseased cells and kills the cell.
That’s how the fire is put out. The factory is destroyed and the viruses are no longer produced
and the person recovers and is healthy again. That’s the mechanism; that’s the main mechanism
of recovery with a SARS-COV-2 infection.
It’s the same in cases of flu infection, by the way. This is a principle of immunology. I believe it has
always worked and that’s the reason why we as adults are relatively well-protected.
If you are under 70 and not seriously ill from anything else, the fires are practically always
extinguished. On the other hand, if you’re foolish enough to inject the gene of the virus, and it
goes somewhere else, where it does not belong, it will produce waste there. Then the killer
lymphocytes won’t recognize that it is only the gene that was injected and not the virus.
It will go there anyway and kill these cells. That’s what we call an autoimmune reaction. How and
where these autoimmune reactions will happen, nobody knows. Tests for that have never been
done. The pharmaceutical industry never considered that something like that could happen.
If you go through the literature and examine what reactions the vaccine that have been sold
caused, you’ll find a study from early August. They were in phase 2, and a relatively small number
of English volunteers were vaccinated.
In 20% to 25% of the cases, the side effects were so extreme that people had enormous swelling,
fever, chills, headache, aching limbs, muscle aches, and were so sick that they could not stand it.
So this is obviously a sign of how they are trying to manipulate us through the media. In that
article from Tuesday, with the headline: ‘There should be a free vaccination’. There was also an
interview with a pharma lobbyist who said the exact opposite and denied it.
She said all the previous vaccine tests had no serious side effects. I consider that reprehensible.
Now I’m getting angry. That can’t be possible. That’s lying.

You have to read this study. It’s published in Lancet. OK? What the English did, in Oxford, because
the side effects were so severe, from that point on, all the subsequent test subjects for the
vaccine were given a high dose of paracetamol [acetaminophen].
That’s a fever-reducing painkiller. You know? An antipyretic painkiller. Paracetamol in high doses.
And then… In response to the vaccination? —No. To prevent the reaction. That means they
received the painkiller first and then the vaccination afterwards. Unbelievable.
This way they could say that the vaccine was well-tolerated. After that, in the following weeks and
months, they managed to get the Indian government to announce that we would be conducting
the next phase in India. Not just in India. In other places as well.
I believe 3,000 young people in India will allow themselves to be vaccinated with this gene-based
vaccine, and I’m sure the result will be celebrated with a big “hurray!” and the claim that they
tolerated it well.
So, ladies and gentlemen, do you want your mother or grandmother who is 70 or 75 years old
with a pre-existing condition to receive such a vaccine? They can’t want that. Or would you do that
to yourself as someone younger than 70 years old? Before you do, you have to get a shot of
paracetamol so you won’t have side effects? What for? What for?
Let me tell you this: I won’t be able to upload this video within the next five days because if I did, it
would deleted right away, for what I just said.
Professor, there’s one topic that is continually brought up: The Swedish method. The Swedish
took a completely different path from most countries. One of very few. It is one of the only
countries in the world that didn’t impose lockdowns. 85 percent of the Swedish population
supported this method.
However, what the health authorities admit is that they didn’t pay enough attention to risk groups
the first few weeks.
—Yes. The elderly and those living in nursing homes. They admit it. That’s also a general topic
when Corona is being discussed. The risk group of people with pre-existing conditions and older
people. What do you say in reaction to this whole discussion about the high-risk group of people
over 65 or 70 years of age?
Over 70 years, not 65. At least over 70, with pre-existing conditions, please. Sure. That was the
case. Sweden didn’t really do a good job protecting people in nursing homes and old folks’ homes.
There were several reasons why this was the case. Our Swedish friends tell us that many

foreigners who work in these Swedish nursing homes were not able to speak proper Swedish.
They couldn’t read and understand all these rules, precautions, and didn’t follow them. That’s
what Sweden admits as well.
The most important thing in the future, no matter whether it is the flu or Corona, is to regulate
access and visits to these vulnerable people very strictly.
With a mask, yes, sure, why not?
Disinfected hands. Yes, that’s all right.
Principally these are measures that already had been applied to the flu. —Yes! —If you went to an
old folks’ home and it was flu season, you also had to pay attention to these measures. —Yes.
That’s it. We say this clearly and concisely in the book. People don’t like that, and that’s why our
videos are constantly being deleted. All this isn’t necessary.
Just stop it. Why not turn our attention to reasonable, important things?
Restore the economy and get the culture back on its feet.
Culture has been ruined. The schools — education has been ruined.
The elderly people are still lonely because they can’t have visitors.
This can’t be true. We have a relative, this is a personal story now,
The had a heart attack. All five of us weren’t allowed to visit him.
That’s not permitted. What is this nonsense?
The topic of collateral damage from serious illnesses, heart attacks, badly treated cancer patients,
unemployment, mental illness leading to suicide. —Suicide. —This is now a taboo subject at this
point.
Yes, but Mr. Steinmeier says we shouldn’t talk about it, because that would be irresponsible. Do
you understand that?
You have… —This is so ridiculous and so crazy and so irresponsible from politicians. I’ll say it
point-blank. Everyone’s trust in politicians has been lost. You simply can’t do this.
There’s another question we are often asked besides the number of the seriously ill among the
dead.
As I have said already several times, fortunately the death toll is continuously decreasing.
However, according to some media reports in the past few weeks, there are increasing numbers
of long-term consequences for corona patients.

What is your opinion on that from a professional point of view? —From a professional point of
view, it isn’t possible to form an opinion, because there are no data at all.
And no studies. If you want to study long-term effects, you will probably have to do it for a longer
time. —That’s a matter of years. —Yes, my God, to start fantasizing now that there might be longterm consequences, that’s following this agenda of the Federal Ministry of the Interior.
You know the document that went viral in March of this year, from the Corona Committee in the
German Interior ministry. A protocol was written on how to manage the crisis during a time of
crisis.
The consensus was that fear had to be created. The first step in creating fear was by not counting
or announcing how many died, because there would be too few.
Instead, only the number of the infected would be announced. Secondly, people, especially the
elderly, had to be made to understand that without ventilation, death would occur by slow
suffocation.
A drowning death.
To imagine suffocating slowly to death is one of the most horrible thoughts about death that
someone could have. That stirs up fear. Then we have to tell the children that they will bring the
disease to their parents and kill their parents and kill their grandparents. That’s how they control
everyone.
And one last thing, buckle up, we have to talk about possible long-term damages, which are of
course unknown. We can and must convey that since this is a new form of disease, we therefore
cannot know if there are long-term consequences, but you can start to imagine all kinds of things.
Now let me tell you something: after we read this, we were really angry and we’re still angry now.
These pathologists in Germany, who supposedly say, ‘That’s right, the virus goes here, there, and
everywhere. The virus can go different places.’
All viruses that infect the respiratory system can also appear in many other organs. This has been
known a long time. Even in the brain, but it does not mean that they are doing something there.
The quantity is important. You know, having a few viruses here and there doesn’t mean they do
anything at all. Before you can draw conclusions, You’d better have damned good data to back it
up, and that takes years of research.
So please, don’t believe these fantasies. It could happen, but the probability that it WON’T happen
is much higher.
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Top German virologist warns against “hastily created gene altering vaccine” – Vlad Tepes
Sep 25 2020

Reply

[…] Please read the detailed story with explanation on who this virologist is, over at RAIR Foundation […]

Coronavirus Propaganda Video Applauds Citizens For Doing Nothing (Watch) – RAIR
Nov 28 2020

Reply

[…] WARNING: Renowned Virologist Sucharit Bhakdi Warns Against Hastily Created Gene-Altering Coronavirus… […]

Pearlene Hamler
Dec 3 2020

Reply

YIKES! Will FDA approve a gene altering drug to be used on old folks first? Do they have access to the reviews in
which people needed a pain killer first? Does this mean big pharma is lying to FDA/American government? Can we
get trial reports showing this after effect that is certain to kill people? Curious Dame

Rachael
Dec 4 2020

Reply

The FDA allows so much crap, (pesticides, food dye, preservatives, etc..) in our food that a HUGE
percentage of people in this country have type 2 diabetes. Type 2 comes 100% by what we eat. I totally
got rid of mine by not eating the crap the FDA allows. So yes, the FDA will allow it as they are totally
part of the problem. Bill Gates openly talks about population control. Look it up! We all blindly falling
into lock step! Read and do your research; it’s frightening!

Raymond
Dec 24 2020

Reply

Have you tried saying that on Facebook? If not blocked immediately a swarm of the sheep will
attack like rabid dogs! They listen to CNN MSNBC etc and if they, God forbid, look something up all
they read is the headline. That’s what gets me homicidally pissed! Not so much the boobs that
read that way as the M-F ers that write it knowing article and headline don’t match but it gets a
click and that’s all they care about. Aaaagghhh! Just want to kick their ass.

Joan West
Dec 3 2020

Reply

Very interesting and makes sense. Wish this could be published world wide. Thank you

Jacob
Dec 3 2020

Reply

Very informative. Thank you from the USA. I've always known this push to get us vaccinated is to be avoided at all
cost, so it is great to hear honest, professional analysis on the matter.

Adam Cassidy
Dec 3 2020

Reply

How does such an obvious blatant fraud continue ?!!? I grew up listeing to these Fabian psychos - intellectual
perverts peddling the most disgusting delusions, unable to speak truth about ANYTHING EVER. JUDGE THE FATHER
OF LIES BY HIS WORKS. TowerOfBabel.ca

Joseph Gusek
Dec 3 2020

Reply

I understand what you are saying. What i would like to know is if the vaccine puts the virus into my body, will my
immune system kill the virus gene? And secondly will this vaccine effect my immune system to the point that it will
weaken it. I am 69 years old, diabetic. I take metformin for it and it is well under control. I do not intend to take the
vaccine because i fear that it will weaken my system. Thank you for your time in which i can get an answer from you.
Joe

Lily
Dec 5 2020

Reply

Dr Joseph Mercola: "How COVID-19 Vaccine Can Destroy Your Immune System" -https://www.lewrockwell.com/2020/11/joseph-mercola/how-covid-19-vaccine-can-destroy-yourimmune-system/

John Rose
Dec 6 2020

Reply

My wife was on Metformin and when she was laid up in the hospital the kidney specialist visited as the
MOST well studies/well informed out of the batch of half brains. He took her off it saying it was part of
the cause of kidney damage. Glimipiride is small and easier on the system if you have your suger

under control. Of course advil, NSAISDA in general, soda pop, and pesticides among others are all
dangerous to the kidney function. Keep staying informed and healthy.





Haviette
Dec 20 2020

Reply

The coronavirus vaccine has a part of the Covid RNA, which would enter your cells and become part of
your DNA, which alters your DNA and makes your cells produce Covid proteins that your immune
system recognizes and kills. The problem with that, is your immune system can't tell the difference
between your body's cells and the virus itself. Since Covid is a coronavirus like the flu, the flu can now
trigger a possibly fatal overreaction in your immune system whenever cold and flu season comes
around, putting your health at risk. This is like a severe allergic reaction, which could kill you. When
your genes are altered, every cell in your body is changed permanently. Please don't take this vaccine!
I'm not a medical expert, but this is what the experts are warning you about.

Jason
Dec 3 2020

Reply

The fastest growing religion in the world is COVIDISM. - Dress Code.
Tenets of the faith.

- Behavior Standards.

Blind obedience to authority.

- Shun those that don't believe.

- Non-believers are damned souls.

Just accept your saviour (vac-cine) to be saved.
invisible omnipotent omnipresent god.

- Priesthood.

- Prophets of doom.

-

- Seeks to convert non-believers.

- Personal sacrifices to prove faithfulness.

- Separation from loved ones to remain faithful.

- Faith to believe in things that don't make sense.

- Fear of an

Welcome to the one

world religion... The COVIDISM CULT.

kat
Dec 3 2020

-

Reply

May i repost/share your comments on the Covidism Cult? Extremely well stated! Completely agree!

Elsy
Dec 3 2020

Reply

I also believe that this china exported virus is just another tool from the evil world of scientists to continue to
strengthen the globalization of the population today. I always felt that what we need is hygiene guidelines and
therapeutics. In other words treatments and for that we have plenty of resources.

Seescaper
Dec 3 2020

Reply

Covid means certification of vaccination ID. 19 because it was originally supposed to be released in February 2019.
Goals: Destroy the economy, depopulation, test how far they can push people to comply with authoritarianism,
destroy cultural institutions, reduce social interaction, destroy individuality, implement vaccines that destroy the
health of the population and insert tracking inks that enable total surveillance, punishing those who don’t comply.
Part of Agenda 21 New World Order with globalization and mind control.

Robert
Dec 11 2020

Reply

The Covid-19 was released by which organization in which country?

RRMo
Dec 3 2020

Reply

This is not a joke, everyone. The moderna "vaccine" is designed to be a transfection vaccine, meaning it literally is
meant to genetically modify your cells. This does two things: First, and this is very important, it means that there is

PATENTED genetic material in your body. There is a claim of ownership in and to something in your body and gives
the owner a claim to certain manipulations and accession of the same. Think of it this way: when you use microsoft
code in a designing a software application, you give microsoft the right to audit all of your code, update their code,
and you give them the right to discontinue your use of their code. Second, and more importantly, genetic material
codes for proteins in your body. That's what DNA and rNA do. Your body creates the proteins that build your body.
Proteins are built into your cells and the cells of all living things. They are unique to the organism. They are also the
basis for recognizing self from not self. Foreign proteins (antigens) that are NOT coded by your own DNA or to which
you have not been exposed while your immune system develops as a child are recognized as foreign and elicit an
immune response. So when your body has foreign DNA injected into it, or when foreign particles like nano-particles
(Pfizer vaccine) are introduced, there is a risk that your body will literally start to attack itself. Your cells themselves
will code for a protein or part of a protein that is not recognized by your immune system. This must be researched
extensively and much more carefully than what has been done to date. But I will absolutely NOT trust a "vaccine" that
could risk causing a cytokine storm in my body or that could set me up for sickness in future.

Jim
Dec 3 2020

Reply

Lots of opinion given. We all realize the standard scientific methodology was not followed when developing the
vaccine. However, fear of what it might do is as bad as fear of the Wuhan flu. BTW, i'm 63, I had it. Took a common flu
medication for 3 weeks and barely slowed down from my daily activity. I believe the fear is worse than the virus or
vaccine.

WARNING: Renowned Virologist Sucharit Bhakdi Warns Against Hastily Created Gene-Altering Coronavirus Vaccine | From the Trenches
World Report
Dec 3 2020

Reply

[…] RAIR Foundation […]

Donald Moxham
Dec 3 2020

Reply

I wonder, . . what would this doctor have to say about hydroxychloroquine? Zinc? and other remedies of the like?:

Pamela
Dec 3 2020

Reply

What about pregnant women they vaccinate who are working on the front lines? What will happen to their babies?

David
Dec 4 2020

Reply

It's obvious, Pamela. Their offspring will be heroic essential workers.

Ross
Dec 3 2020

Reply

Two questions:(1) If the vaccines include patented genetic sequences, what happens legally when the patented
sequences are incorporated into your cells? (2) If genetic material tells cells what it should make for your body to
grow and your immune system fights against things that are foreign to your body, what happens when your cells are
modified to incorporate foreign DNA that tells you cells to make something that is foreign to your body?

Cp
Dec 3 2020

Reply

Is anyone suspicious that Covid-19, and this hastily developed vaccine, may be a way of creating a genetic imprint in
our DNA that might be exploited later?

Lily
Dec 5 2020

Reply

The front-end exploitation -- the globalists' long-term depopulation agenda: Former Head of Pfizer
Research: Covid Vaccine is Female Sterilization
https://healthandmoneynews.wordpress.com/2020/12/02/head-of-pfizer-research-covid-vaccine-isfemale-sterilization/

Top Microbiologist Says Covid Vaccine “Downright Dangerous,” Will Send You “To Your Doom” – NewsWars
Dec 3 2020

Reply

[…] CLICK HERE to read more about his research and watch the video below for a more detailed interview. […]

Barbara
Dec 3 2020

Reply

Excellent article. I'm forwarding link to my doctor. I have no intention of taking this or any vaccine, nor an annual flu
shot. Though I am in the "high-risk" age group, I am extraordinarily healthy. Everything works, nothing hurts. My
doctor keeps me healthy by prescribing 8 daily nutritional supplements for me that keep my immune system strong,
says I'll live to be 100.. He went to med school in Nigeria, where pharmaceutical companies do not fund schools.
American doctors push prescription drugs exclusively because BigPharma funds med schools. Also, this virus is, I
believe, created to turn people into slaves of the obscenely-wealthy 1%, or is at least being used by them to do so.
You can see Klaus Schwab say this here: https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/10/28/the-greatreset.aspx.

Brenda
Dec 4 2020

Reply

Go watch the latest video on ~white rabbit gematria~ Youtube channel! Their goal, BELIEVE it or NOT, is
to wipe out humanity!!

Larry Poniatowski
Dec 3 2020

Reply

More BS from the pundits. Scare, scare, scare. Keep those peasants locked down.

Top Microbiologist Says Covid Vaccine “Downright Dangerous,” Will Send You “To Your Doom” – Collabor8 News
Dec 3 2020

Reply

[…] CLICK HERE to read more about his research and watch the video below for a more detailed interview. […]

orestia
Dec 3 2020

Reply

Maybe I am wrong...but as I understand it, one of vaccines is a packaged fragment of viral mRNA. This is injected into
the muscle where that fragment is translated into a viral protein fragment that stimulates an antibody response and
should attack the virus. Does anybody, I mean anybody, realize how many things can go wrong with this? Certainly,
one possibility is a massive NONSPECIFIC autoimmune response. In any event, do you want a fragment of nucleic
acid from pathogen sitting in your muscle? When people say "trust the science", it is because they themselves are
too lazy or too stupid to understand it. Catastrophe awaits.

Top Microbiologist Says Covid Vaccine “Downright Dangerous,” Will Send You “To Your Doom” - Counter Globalist News
Dec 3 2020

Reply

[…] CLICK HERE to read more about his research and watch the video below for a more detailed interview. […]

Laura Ingram interviews a German virologist who readers may remember from the start of this outbreak – Vlad Tepes
Dec 3 2020

Reply

[…] Check out this article and video from September 25th 2020 with this doctor […]

Silver
Dec 4 2020

Reply

I like your thoughts here’s food for thought with just the covid19 virus – in many studies people scientists have
wondered why the horseshoe bat isn’t dying – they claim the bat has unique abilities to ward off the virus – as well as
diabetes and cancer – ( briefly ask yourself how they would know this ) – smile smile ) that my friends is a confession .
Later in a study they say the very bat like response to the virus

is how we get sick and maybe die – ( smile , smile )

they are referring to cytokones- now ask your self how would they know that – that ? The virus

doesn’t transmit

the bat response ? However , look at the “n” protein it peers into the human dna and then the attack pursues – this
is not natural – also 96% is the ratio with the covid19 virus to the virus inside the horseshoe bat – so that leaves 4%
unexplained – I rest my case

WARNING: Renowned Virologist Sucharit Bhakdi Warns Against Hastily Created Gene-Altering Coronavirus Vaccine – thedeadgene TODAY
Dec 4 2020

Reply

[…] WARNING: Renowned Virologist Sucharit Bhakdi Warns Against Hastily Created Gene-Altering Coronavirus… […]

Memes and Headlines of BATTLE thru 12/3/2020! – The Spirit Force
Dec 4 2020

Reply

[…] Renowned Virologist Warns Against Gene-Altering Chi-Com Virus Vaccine […]

Steve Kasian
Dec 4 2020

Reply

I'm no virologist, and the contents of this article hasn't swayed me either way, but I would sooner inject myself with
the actual SARS-CoV-2 virus than inject myself with the vaccine. In fact, I very well may do just that. Nothing beats
natural immunity!

About that ‘Great Reset’: Some Historical Perspective | Somethinghappeninghere's Blog
Dec 4 2020

Reply

[…] humans will be made ‘no-longer-fully-human,’ then you need to read this article here that has a video, with words
translated into English (the doctor is Austrian, originally from […]

Top Microbiologist Says Covid Vaccine “Downright Dangerous,” Will Send You “To Your Doom”
Dec 4 2020

Reply

[…] CLICK HERE to read more about his research and watch the video below for a more detailed interview. […]

WARNING: Renowned Virologist Sucharit Bhakdi Warns Against Hastily Created Gene-Altering Coronavirus Vaccine (video) - Plandemic TShirts
Dec 4 2020

Reply

[…] Read More with Video: https://rairfoundation.com/warning-renowned-virologist-sucharit-bhakdi-warns-against-hastilycreated… […]

C
Dec 4 2020

Reply

Just curious, what are the 8 nutritional supplements please.

Women & Children First | Conservative Talk - The Weekly Worldview
Dec 7 2020

Reply

[…] We say hello to a doubling of home-schoolers in 2020, the secular religion of the mask, and a fast track vaccine that’s got
us thinking twice. […]

WARNING: RENOWNED VIROLOGIST SUCHARIT BHAKDI WARNS AGAINST HASTILY CREATED GENE-ALTERING CORONAVIRUS VACCINE |
Mothman777's Blog
Dec 10 2020

Reply

[…] WARNING: Renowned Virologist Sucharit Bhakdi Warns Against Hastily Created Gene-Altering Coronavirus… […]

J.S.
Dec 15 2020

Reply

Reposted due to post not appearing on website. Former Bush administration and anti-Iraq war Counter Terrorism
Czar Richard Clarke once stated that you can learn more TRUTH from fiction (how classified info is leaked). On
October 28, 2016, being the same day F.B.I. Director Comey made his contentious pre-election statements, the movie

Inferno premiered in the U.S. The movie was about a “contingency plan” to orchestrate a global pandemic via a bioweapon (sound familiar?) in order to depopulate the world. Inferno is derived from Dante’s Inferno (The Road to
Hell). The movie parallels real life events that occurred after the movie was released and has references to black
masked Al Qaeda figures (Visions of Hell) and past Al Qaeda communiques such as “The Disease Will Cure the Body”
and “Rivers of Blood”. The clue in the movie to finding Dante’s mask and the bio-weapon is a green flag with the
words Cerca Trova on it found in a painting of The Battle of Marciano (represents The Fall of a Republic). The Covid19 vaccine is purported to contain bioluminescent material. Search Optogenetics and a substrate called LUCIFERase.
Optogenetics can be used for tracking, torture and mind control incorporating “plausible deniability”. Researcher
Charles Leiber, of Harvard University, with ties to the Wuhan Bio-Weapons Lab, received a $15 million dollar grant
from DoD and N.I.H., before he was arrested in January 2020. DoD claimed no knowledge of his China ties, although
it stated on his harvard.edu bio that he received the Einstein Award from China in 2008. N.I.H. also gave the Wuhan
lab a grant of $37 million. Leibers forte was nano sized injectable transistors for mind control. All of this technology
has been used to target, terrorize, torture and discredit American whistleblowers and their children. Like Lucifer...it’s
aim is to take away free will and the individuals soul. (Bidens “Battle for the soul of the nation”, right out of Nazi
Goebbels propaganda playbook). At least three mass shooters alleged this weaponry was being used on them,
which mainstream media stated, was based upon “conspiracy theories” and denied by the U.S. government at the
time. Now Director Susan Thornton of the A.F.R.L. in New Mexico flaunts it (Directed Energy Weaponry) and “targeted
individuals” on her website. (Note THORNTON like Thornton Group associated with Hunter Biden and James Bulger
being Whitey Bulgers nephew, Thornton Center at Brookings Institute for China Relations, Thornton association with
Asian and Pacific Affairs....do we see a pattern here?)

Coronavirus Tyranny: Eating an Apple in Public is Now a Threat to Human Welfare (Video) – RAIR
Dec 16 2020

Reply

[…] WARNING: Renowned Virologist Sucharit Bhakdi Warns Against Hastily Created Gene-Altering Coronavirus… […]

Dire Warning: Prominent Virologist Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi Exposes ‘Major Risks’ of Gene-Altering Vaccine (Video) – RAIR
Dec 19 2020

Reply

[…] in September, RAIR Foundation quoted the doctor as saying that the coronavirus vaccine in development “isn’t a normal
[…]

2020/12/04 – Howard Lichtman – The Unusual Suspects – TOSN-036 – The Other Side of Midnight
Dec 21 2020

Reply

[…] WARNING: Renowned Virologist Sucharit Bhakdi Warns Against Hastily Created Gene-Altering Coronavirus… (video) – […]

Conservative Talk Lunch (CTL ) – Dec 9, 2020 – Summary | Conservative Talk Lunch
Dec 22 2020

Reply

[…] virologist Sucharit Bhakdi warns against hastily created gene. https://rairfoundation.com/warning-renowned-virologistsucharit-bhakdi-warns-against-hastily-created… This interview is all in German with subtitles. But the transcript is easier to
read and it is […]

«RISQUES MAJEURS» LIÉS AU VACCIN GÉNIQUE – BibiCabaya
Dec 24 2020

Reply

[…] septembre dernier, la Fondation RAIR a cité une déclaration du médecin selon laquelle le vaccin contre le coronavirus en
cours de […]

STASI ALERT: German Mayor Releases Video Training Children to Inform on Coronavirus Mask Skeptics – RAIR
Dec 28 2020

Reply

[…] WARNING: Renowned Virologist Sucharit Bhakdi Warns Against Hastily Created Gene-Altering Coronavirus… […]

Coronavirus Insanity: Merkel Advises Children to do ‘Squats’ and ‘Clap’ to Stay Warm in Frigid Classrooms (Video) – RAIR
Dec 29 2020

Reply

[…] WARNING: Renowned Virologist Sucharit Bhakdi Warns Against Hastily Created Gene-Altering Coronavirus… […]

Toto není žádné očkování, ale nenapravitelná manipulace našeho genetického kódu. | NWOO.ORG
Jan 1 2021

Reply

[…] chřipka byla ve skutečnosti velice mírná a úmrtnost na ni u lidí pod 70 let je skoro nulová. Veškerá úmrtnost je nad 70 let
a to ještě tam, kde jsou přidružené vážné zdravotní potíže. Jenže jakmile […]

Toto není žádné očkování, ale nenapravitelná manipulace našeho genetického kódu. – Asociace nezávislých médií
Jan 1 2021

Reply

[…] chřipka byla ve skutečnosti velice mírná a úmrtnost na ni u lidí pod 70 let je skoro nulová. Veškerá úmrtnost je nad 70 let
a to ještě tam, kde jsou přidružené vážné zdravotní potíže. Jenže jakmile […]
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